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WAVE PROPAGATION IN THE LINEAR THEORY OF VISCOELASTICITY*

GEORGE M. C. FISHER AND MORTON E. GURTIN
Brown University

1. Introduction. Recently Herrera and Gurtin [1] have shown that in the linear
thoery of viscoelasticity the speed of propagation U of an acceleration wave is a solution
of the eigenvalue problem

(Gi;n(P)tijTii pU 8it)it = 0. (1-1)

Here 0) is the initial value of the relaxation function Giiki(t); p is the mass density;
n is a unit vector in the direction of propagation of the wave.

In this paper we show that the eigenvalue problem (1.1) governs not only the speed
of propagation of acceleration waves but also the propagation speeds of shocks and all
higher order waves.

Finally we remark that the theory presented here is not empty. Indeed, within
the context of linear viscoelasticity theory, Chu [2] has constructed a solution which
has a first order discontinuity (shock). In addition, solutions which contain discon-
tinuities of arbitrary order N are easily exhibited.

Notation. Henceforth, (R denotes an open region of Euclidean three dimensional
space; x = (xi , x2 , x3) is a generic point of (R; (P is a regular subregion of (R (called a
part of (R); d(P is the boundary of (P; n is the outward unit normal to 5(P. The scalar
t denotes the time. Given a function g of position and time we write g'm) for its with
time derivative, i.e., g(m)(x, t) = dmg(x, t)/dtm.

Letters in boldface denote vectors. We shall, for the most part, use indicial notation
and Cartesian tensors. Thus subscripts have the range (1, 2, 3); summation over re-
peated indices is understood; subscripts preceded by a comma indicate differentiation
with respect to the corresponding Cartesian coordinate; 5,-,- designates Kronecker's
delta. We shall sometimes find it convenient to use the vector cross product x X y and
inner product x-y.

2. The equations of linear viscoelasticity. The fundamental system of field equa-
tions for the linear theory of viscoelasticity consists of:

(i) the constitutive relation

cTiiix, t) = J Giikl(x, t - s) (fyti(x, s), (2.1)

where

Guti — Gink — Gaki ;

(ii) the strain displacement relation

27./(x, t) = t) + m,-,.(x, 0; (2.2)
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(Hi) the law of balance of linear momentum

j- f p(x)m!1'(x, t) dx = [ p(x)/,(x, t) dx + f <r,,(x, t)rj,(x) dx. (2.3)
dl J(p j(p Jefl>

Here p is the mass density, while u,•, y,-,-, o-f<, , and /4 are respectively the Cartesian
components of the displacement vector u, the infinitesimal strain tensor y, the symmetric*
stress tensor d, the relaxation function G, and the body force density vector f. The first
two equations are assumed to hold at every (x, t) t (R X (— 00, 00); the third holds for
every time t and every part (P of (R. We write the law of balance of linear momentum
in integral form so as to include the possibility of discontinuous velocity and stress
fields.

Finally we adjoin the initial condition

u(x, t) = 0 whenever (x, t) t (R X (— °°, 0). (2.4)

3. Viscoelastic waves of order N. Henceforth S, (0 < t < oo) denotes a one-param-
eter family of surfaces with S, C (R; 2S is the hypersurface

2S = {(x, t)\xt St , 0 < t < oo }; (3.1)

ojx , for each x, is the point set

az = {/]x e £,}; (3.2)

N > 1 is a fixed integer.
By a viscoelastic wave of order N we mean a solution u, y, d of (2.1), (2.2), (2.3),

and (2.4) such that:

(A.l) The displacement u is N — 1 times continuously differentiate on (R X ( — CO } CO ) *
however its ATth order derivatives have jump discontinuities across 2S but are
continuous everywhere else on (R X (— oo, ro). Moreover, each of these iVth
order derivatives is bounded on every compact subset of <R X (— 00 , 00 ).

(A.2) The relaxation function G is N times continuously differentiable on (R X [0, oo);
while the body force f and the density p are continuous and, if N > 3, N — 2
times continuously differentiable on their respective domains (R X (—°°, )
and (R.

(A.3) The hypersurface 2S is smooth and orientable.
(A.4) For each x, the set cor has measure zero.

Condition (A.l) is the requirement that 2S be a singular surface of order N in the
sense of Duhem and Hadamard.** Given a fixed point (x, t) e 2s , condition (A.3) im-
plies the existence of a normal v to 2S at (x, t). Such a vector is

v = (n, — U) = (n, , n2 , n3 , — U), U > 0,

where n = (nx , n2 , n3) is a unit normal to St at the point x. The vector n is called the
direction of propagation; the number U is called the speed of propagation. For U ^ 0

*The symmetry of the stress tensor insures that the angular momentum is balanced.
**See Truesdell and Toupin [3], §187.
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we call any non-zero vector, which is parallel to the jump* [uW) (x, £)], a wave axis.
Roughly speaking, condition (A.4) asserts that the surface S, , as it progresses, does not
pass through a given point x too many times.

Finally we use the following terminology: If N = 1 we call the wave a shock wave**1,
if N = 2 we call the wave an acceleration wave.

4. Shock waves. Our first theorem shows that the speed of propagation of a shock
wave is governed by the same eigenvalue problem as that which arises in the study of
acceleration waves.

Theorem 1. At a fixed point (x, t) the speed of propagation U of a viscoelastic shock
wave, whose direction of propagation is n, satisfies the eigenvalue problem

(Giikl(x, 0)njnl - P(x)U2Sik)l3k = 0. (4.1)

Moreover, the eigenvector (3 is an axis of the wave.
Proof. The integral statement (2.3) of the law of balance of momentum yields

the well known jump condition

— pC/[w,a>] = [o\,R' • (4.2)

If we integrate the constitutive relation (2.1) by parts and use the strain-displace-
ment relation (2.2) together with the initial condition (2.4), we find that

<7.-,(x, t) = Giikl(x, 0)uk,,(x, t) + / (?,%(x, t - s)uk,i(x, s) (4.3)
Jo

Upon substituting (4.3) into (4.2) we arrive at

- p(x)f/[w,U)(x, /)] = <?<,-!,(x, 0)uk,,(x, t) + [ Gjjh(x, t — s)ukil(x,
Jo

ds (4.4)

From Maxwell's Theoremt we know that the jump in the four dimensional gradient1
of the displacement u is parallel to the hypersurface normal v. Hence there exists a
vector g such that

([£]■ [£]■ [£]• [f?]) ■w"'
or equivalently,

[fj] - A* , (4.6)
■fiiU. (4.7)[It]-

*We use the usual notation for the jump [(/] of a function g across 2S . That is

[gf(x, i)] = lim ?(x+ , O - lim g(x~ , t~),
(x+,(+)->(x,l) (X-, l-)-t(X.t)

where (x+, t+) and (x~, t~) lie on opposite sides of .
**Actually, for N = 1, it is customary to call the wave a shock wave if [u(I>-n] ^ 0, a vortex sheet

if [u(1)-n] = 0. We do not make this distinction.
fSee [3], §175.
sBy the four dimensional gradient we mean the operator (d/dxi , d/dx2, d/dx$, d/dt).
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Thus (4.6) and (4.7), when substituted into (4.4), yield

p(x)U2l3i = Gim(x, 0)n,n,/3t + ^ (?"L(x, t - s)uktl(x, s) efcjn,- . (4.8)

Thus the proof reduces to showing that the jump in the integral in (4.8) vanishes. That
such is the case is an immediate consequence of (2.1), (A.l), (A.2), (A.4), and the
following lemma.

Lemma. Let g and k be functions on (R X (—co, 00) with the following properties:

(a) g is continuous;
(b) k is continuous everywhere except for a possible jump discontinuity across 2S ;
(c) k is bounded on every compact subset o/ (R X (— 00 , 00 ).

Moreover assume (A.4) holds. Then the junction A defined by

A(x, t)= g(x, t — s)k(x, s) ds
Jo

is continuous on (R X (— 00, 00).
Proof. If we define

B(x, t, s) = g(x, t - s)k(x, s), (4.9)

then

4(x* t*) — ̂ .(x, t) = f B(x* t* s) ds + f B(x* t* s) ds — f B(x, t, s) ds. (4.10)
J o J t Jo

We now choose (x, t) e (R X (— 00, ) arbitrarily, pick T > 0 such that (-T < t < T),
and let 0 denote a closed sphere centered at x and contained in (R. Further, we choose
(x*, t*) e 0 X ( — T, T). By hypothesis, B(x*, t*, s) is bounded for

(x* t*s) t 0 X [- T, T] X [0, t\.

Hence the second integral in (4.10) tends to zero as (x*, <*) —> (x, t). Next, by (4.9) and
our assumptions regarding g, k, and ux , we find that

B(x* t* s) —» B(x, t, s) as (x* t*) —> (x, t)

for almost every s e [0, <]. This fact and the boundedness of B, when used in conjunction
with Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem, imply that

f B(x* t* s) ds —> f B(x, t,
J 0 Jo

ds

and hence A(x*, t*) A (x, t). This completes the proof.
5. Acceleration and higher order waves. Our main result is contained in the next

theorem.
Theorem 2. The speed of propagation U of a viscoelastic wave is independent of the

order N of the wave and hence satisfies the eigenvalue problem (4.1), where again is an
axis of the wave.
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Prooj. By Theorem 1 it suffices to assume N > 2. For such a choice of N, (A.l)
implies the N — 1 compatibility relations

[£ , (5.2)
where jk I represent q indices, jk • • ■ Is represent q + 1 indices, and q + m = N — 1.

Using Maxwell's Theorem for the jump in the four-dimensional gradient, we find
that for each integer m (I < m < N — 1) there exists an mth order tensor Cm> (3 whose
components satisfy

[to""*"*-'] = (5-3)
and

[f/"'"*-'] = (5-4)
Thus (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4) imply

- , (5.5)

and hence

{"+1)ftrt.....(- U)m = p,n,nk ■ ■ ■ n,n. (/3. = <u^), (5.6)

which, because of (5.3), yields

(— „] = pxn,nk ••• n,n. , (5.7)

where jk ■ • • Is indicate N — m indices.
Next, since N > 2, (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) imply the displacement equations of motion

{(?,-,• ii(x, 0K,i(x, 0}.,- + t - s)uk,,(x, s) dsj.,-

+ p(x)/;(x, t) = p(x)it;2)(x, t). (5.8)

We now differentiate (5.8) N — 2 times with respect to position, take the jump in the
resulting equation, and use (A.l), (A.2), and the lemma to verify that

Gim(x, 0)[uk,iij>a...r(x, 0] = p(x)[M,(^a...r(x, 0]. (5.9)

Consequently, (5.7) and (5.9) imply

Giiki(x, 0)fiknlninvna ■ ■ ■ nr = U2p(x)fiinJ,na • • • nr . (5.10)

Thus, if we multiply (5.10) by nvna • • • nr and use the fact that w,n,- = 1, we recover the
eigenvalue problem (4.1) which completes the proof.

6. Longitudinal and transverse waves. We call a viscoelastic wave longitudinal
if its direction is parallel to its axis, i.e., if

n X (5 — 0, (6.1)

transverse if its direction is perpendicular to its axis, i.e., if

n-(? = 0. (6.2)
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Theorem 3. Given a viscoelastic wave of order N, then the following three statements
are equivalent:

(i) the wave is longitudinal;
(ii) [V X u'""11] = 0;

(iii) g = n[V-uw_1>].

On the other hand, transverse waves are characterized by the next theorem.

Theorem 4. Given a viscoelastic wave of order N, then the following three statements
are equivalent:

(i) the wave is transverse;
(ii) [V-uw_1)] = 0;

(iii) g = [V X uw-"] X n.

Proof of Theorems 3 and 4. By (5.3)

n-g = [V-u'""1'], n X 5 = [V X uw-1>]; (6.3)

and hence, the identity

5 = n(n-ff) - n X (n X 0) (6.4)
implies

0 = n[V-u(JV_1)] - n X [V X uw-1>]. (6.5)

Theorems 3 and 4 now follow as immediate consequences of (6.5). Equations (6.3) and
(6.5) are sometimes referred to as Weingarten's First Theorem.*

7. Consequences of initial isotropy. In this section we suppress the variable x and
write Gim(t) = Gim{x, t) and p = p(x).

We call the relaxation function Gijki(t) initially isotropic if (?,•,*( (0) is an isotropic
tensor, i.e.,

Gnhi{ 0) = \{G2 — G^Sijdki + iGi(Sik8,i + 5,i5,i). (7.1)

The constants Gx and G2 are respectively the instantaneous shear modulus and the in-
stantaneous modulus of pure compression.

The solutions to the eigenvalue problem (4.1), (7.1) are well known from linear
isotropic elasticity theory. Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5. If the relaxation function is initially isotropic then there are two, and
only two, possible speeds of propagation (UL and Tt) of a viscoelastic wave. These speeds
are given by:

(i) Ul = (G2 + 2(?i)/(3p) in which case the wave is longitudinal;
(ii) ZJ% = Gi/(2p) in which case the wave is transverse.

Conversely: if the wave is longitudinal, then U = UL) if the wave is transverse, then U = UT •
Acknowledgement. This paper is based on an investigation supported by the Office

of Naval Research under Contracts Nonr 562(25) and Nonr 562(10).

*See [3], §175.
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